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	The second, revised edition of this book covers all aspects of non-uniform rational B-splines necessary to design geometry in a computer-aided environment. Basic B-spline features, curve and surface algorithms, and state-of-the-art geometry tools are all discussed. Detailed code for design algorithms and computational tricks are covered, too, in a lucid, easy-to-understand style, with a minimum of mathematics and using numerous worked examples. The book is a must for students, researchers, and implementors whose work involves the use of splines.


	It was no picnic!


	Some years ago a few researchers joked about NURBS, Haying that the acronym really
	stands for Nobody Understands Rational B-Splines. We admit that our colleagues
	were right. In the last four years, we were largely influenced by this interpretation
	and tried to present the material in the book in an intuitive manner. We hope that
	this helps change the acronym NURBS to EURBS, that is, Everybody Understands
	Rational B-Splines. We welcome the reader's opinion on our job and suggestions on
	possible improvements.


	It is our pleasure to acknowledge the help and support of many people and organi-
	zations. First and foremost, we are grateful to our spouses, Karen Piegl and LaVella
	Tiller, for their patience, support, and love. We owe special thanks to Nancy Rogers of
	NAR Associates for the beautiful typesetting job, and David Rogers for the editorial
	and technical discussions that led to many improvements in the manuscript. We also
	thank Jim Oliver and Tim Strotman for the many suggestions and technical corre-
	spondence that helped shape this book into its current form. Tiller also thanks the
	many past and present colleagues in industry who over the years contributed inspiring
	discussions, valuable insights, support, and collegia! companionship: They know who
	they are. Piegl's research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation
	under grant CCR-9217768 awarded to the University of South Florida, and by various
	grants from the Florida High Technology and Industry Council.
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Handbook of Discrete and Combinatorial MathematicsCRC Press, 1999
I like the book's format. There are glossaries at the beginning of each chapter. Each subsection begins with definitions and goes on to facts, then algorithms (boxed and in pseudo -code), lists of mathematical objects, illuminating pictures, examples, lists of applications, and, finally, bibliography and web sources. This handbook will appeal both...
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Beginning Java EE 6 Platform with GlassFish 3: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2009
While Java EE 5 is considered by everyone to be the most important enterprise release, Java EE 6 has a lot in store for you and every server-side Java developer. The most widely spread technology to write enterprise-class applications just got better with enhanced EJB 3.1, Java Persistence API (JPA) 2.0, the new, yet already very successful, Java...
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No More Kidney Stones: The Experts Tell You All You Need to Know about Prevention and TreatmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A Proven Plan to Prevent Painful Kidney Stones


	At last! Whether you are a chronic kidney stone sufferer or at risk of developing stones, this practical, comprehensive guide will help you take charge of your health and eliminate this painful disease from your life forever. Written by a team of experts in the field, No More Kidney...
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Math Toolkit for Real-Time ProgrammingCMP Books, 2000
Do big math on small machines Write fast and accurate library functions Master analytical and numerical calculus Perform numerical integration to any order Implement z-transform formulas Need to learn the ins and outs of the fundamental math functions in                                       

Master analytical and numerical calculus with...
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Programming Ruby: The Pragmatic Programmers' Guide, Second EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2004
Ruby is an increasingly popular, fully object-oriented dynamic programming language, hailed by many practitioners as the finest and most useful language available today.  When Ruby first burst onto the scene in the Western world, the Pragmatic Programmers were there with the definitive reference manual, Programming Ruby: The Pragmatic...
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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